Iris City Cleaners
Mt Pleasant, Iowa
Introduces

CLEAN HIT
Adding this unique feature to your golfing
event provides a memorable experience
both of your event and for your
participants'. We will deliver and pick up
the equipment, train your attendant
(if you don't use ours), and supply you
with all needed material.
Cost: $200 per day without our operator,
$300 per day with our operator.
If your Club or Event would like to rent or
sponsor this unique addition to your
scheduled golf event, contact us:

Iris City Cleaners
and Laundering Company
Mt. Pleasant, Iowa 52641
319 385 9707 / 888 485 9707
A Comprehensive Professional Launder and Dry Cleaner
Fine Dry Cleaning - Custom Laundry
Service the Midwest Since 1947

A Unique Golf Club Cleaning
Method For Your Golfing Events

Directions:
Be sure to use warm water to start with and
allow the heating elements to bring the solution
to the correct temperature. Fill the tank to
within 5 inches of the top with warm to hot
water. Add 2 oz of the biodegradable cleaning
solution to the water. Begin with placing the
grips in the solution first. When ready, flip the
activation switch which is preprogrammed for 3
minutes of cleaning time. When finished, dry
the grips to remove any residue and then place
the heads into the solution. Reactivate the
switch. If more time is needed, flip it again for
another three minutes. Some scrubbing may be
necessary for rust removal and for hardened in
groove crevices.

Removes Dirt and Grime
Clean Clubs Last Longer
Clean Clubs Look Better
Clean Clubs Perform Better
Cleans Golf Clubs / Grips In Minutes
The Difference Between Good Shots & Great
Shots
Eco Friendly-Green Technology at Work
Change Your Score
Shots Higher and Further
Improve Consistency
Puts Control Back in the Players Hands
Restores Tackiness and Increases Feel
Non Toxic Biodegradable

Here's How It Works
Our Ultrasonic CLEAN HIT equipment
consists of a water tanks with a heating element
and a series of ultrasonic transducers on the
sides and bottom of the tank. The element
heats the water to the ideal temperature for
ultrasonic cleaning after which the clubs are
inserted. The transducers produce waves of
ultrasonic energy in the water which create
thousands of tiny air bubbles. When the air
bubbles come in contact with the golf club they
implode with incredible force pulling dirt and
debris from the club heads and grips, leaving
them clean and dirt free.

Dry your cubs with cloth provided…back to the
game and good hitting.
Care must be taken not to place anything other
than clubs in the tank when cleaning golf clubs.
Insert the clubs one or two at a time in the tank
until all clubs are in and be sure that there is
enough room for each club. It is not necessary to
move the clubs when the ultrasonics are on but
repositioning them may speed up the process.

